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Current Changes made at Last Lead Member &Risk Ref Headline Controls not Fully DevelopedImplemented or Ongoing Controls Rating & Review Assigned toRisk Appetite
TargetDetails

12 None. Cllr Targowska1. Out of Hours IT support. 1. CLT will review all business unit BC plansTECHAN0 IT Infrastructure failure High and ICT will produce an overarching plan001 Russellthat supports those individual BC plans.
O'KeefeIf there is an IT infrastructure failure i.e. data storage infrastructure, 2. Data centres in Dublin and London with

systems access or total loss of council data centre then this could affect contracts guaranteeing back ups and 2. Data transfer commenced July 14 on a4 - Lowthe ability of RBWM to function normally. restoration. Maximum downtime < 1 day. server by server basis. Servers can be
moved to Cloud once this is complete.A Cloud-hosted infrastructure significantly reduces the risk of a major

disaster as it includes resilience as part of the design. No core business 3. BCP for IT published which focusses on
systems are to be > one year old within the Cloud system. disaster recovery.

9 Updated to reflect audit. Cllr1. 2. Strategies on known areas of risk and 1. Increase public awareness andCMT0043 Safeguarding Medium/High Airey - childrena CSE strategy. interventions.
and Cllr
Carroll - ad1. Major preventable injuries occur. 2. 2. Strategic and operational groups for ults

2. Lack of intelligence around unknown risk areas e.g. trafficking, CSE. areas of identified risk to gather intelligence. 6 - Medium
AlisonLow
Alexander3. 1. Business plan stipulating the activity of

the service to specifically mitigate
safeguarding risk.

4. 2. Strategy for recruitment and retention
of experienced social workers and
managers - Frontline etc.

5. 2. Multi-agency safeguarding hub
(MASH) strengthens response to children
and young people at risk of significant harm
incl. CSE.

6. 1. In the event of a major preventable
injury occurring a serious case review will
take place and then report to LSCB and
SAB.
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Current Changes made at Last Lead Member &Risk Ref Headline Controls not Fully DevelopedImplemented or Ongoing Controls Rating & Review Assigned toRisk Appetite
TargetDetails

9 Reviewed by Martin Tubbs, Info Cllr Targowska1. Secure remote working with computers, 1. Information governance manager toFOI0003 Data protection Medium/High Governance Manager 16/01/18.encrypted area for sensitive laptop data. check and take action when inappropriate
No material changes. Andy Jeffsexternal transmissions of data are reported.

(a) Serious external security breaches, (b) data loss or damage to data 2. Security awareness of officers and
caused by inadequate information security leads to delays and errors in external service providers who use our IT. 2. Implement a robust exit strategy with8 - Mediumbusiness processes. Gaps on induction and annual refreshing. accountabilities when staff leave the

organisation or return surplus IT
equipment..

3. Develop, publish and communicate
information security policies.

4. Audit use of all Council laptops and
obtain management authorisation for their
use.

5. Create a security induction and training
procedure and embed in HR procedures
and the appraisal process.

6. All security breaches are investigated.
Intel shared with organisational
development team to weave into future
learning.
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CMT0040 Fail to protect residents should an emergency incident
occur

1. Waste suppliers have confirmed their 
processes and arrangements in the event of 
severe weather.

2. Ensure sufficient resilience for IT 
systems/back ups in emergencies for the 
24/7 control room or EOC.

3. Residential care homes have temporary 
accommodation plans for vulnerable adults 
that the council can support.

9
Medium/High

8 - Medium

1. Operational continuity plans at head of 
service level with connections to emergency 
plan and CLT strategic action plan.

2. Engage specific service managers across 
RBWM to cater for emergency response to
flood, infectious disease, major civic
emergency

3. Develop community emergency plans.

4. Identify and co-ordinate individuals for 
gold, silver and bronze operational 
command for the emergency operations 
centre.

5. Shared service for emergency planning 
post to meet requirements of CCA and 
embed BCP to a reasonable level.

Andy Jeffs to ensure that work 
on the business continuity plan 
is progressed by the Emergency 
Planning Officer

Cllr Grey

Andy Jeffs

Insufficient local resilience through the operation of the Thames Valley
Local Resilience Forum (LRF) and the financial impact on RBWM from a 
critical event.
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TargetDetails

7. Disposal of confidential waste papers.
Specific bins are in place to ensure such
waste is locked and secure at all times.

8. Exchange of data and information with
other organisations. Policies, procedures
and declarations available to increase
security.
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CMT0039 Security 1. Community Safety Partnership Strategy 
and Action plan in place, updated during 
2017

2. Sharing of Information between partners 
through use of Community Safety 
Information Sharing Arrangement.

3. Agreed TOR for Channel Panel 
(administered and chaired by RBWM) who 
collectively assess risk and decide on 
support packages.

4. One Borough Group reports quarterly to 
the Community Partnerships Board.

5. One Borough Group responsible for 
identifying individuals vulnerable to 
extremism and putting in place actions to 
reduce risk.

8
Medium

8 - Medium

1. Since the Act places a new risk based
duty on LA, proposals have been drafted on
the councils response.

2. Develop an evacuation plan for Windsor.

None Cllr Grey with
Cllr Rayner for
Prevent
strategy

Andy Jeffs

The UK is facing threats and not just from groups inspired by al-Qaida e.g,
far right extremists, disenfranchised groups.

There is the risk of security and community problems arising from the
actions and behaviour of such groups, particularly in the area around
Windsor's Combermere and Victoria barracks.
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4 Reviewed as part of risk Cllr MJ1. Forward Plan as part of the budget NoneHOF0006 Expenditure volatility Low assessment of budget reserves. Saunderssetting process.
No changes.

Rob StubbsRBWM may not be able to deal with any expenditure volatility because of a 2. Link to transformation agenda and
lack of a mid/long term strategy that successfully encompasses finance different model for delivery of service. Use 4 - Lowoptions/mitigations to match service demands and central government FSR's to identify potential savings.
funding reduction i.e. MTFP fails.

3. Head of finance's annual assessment of
the need to retain reserves and ensure the
economic contingency reserve is sufficient.

4. Respond to economic and emerging
policy signals as an annual process with
monthly monitoring of targeted against
actual income.

5. All service monitoring reports require dir's
to bring spending into line. Managers to
adopt new approach and "ways of thinking".

6. Increased focus on monitoring debt
recovery programme.

7. Monitor Govt/LGA statements and impact
of welfare benefit changes.

8. Build business rate refund assumptions
into MTFP based on historical data

9. Use of economic scorecard. Finance
partners attend DMT's to refine processes
and ensure common understanding of
same.

10. Ensure sufficient reserves to
accommodate spikes in demand. Head of
finance makes an assessment of the need
to hold balances.

11. Budget grazing in the event specific
service pressures can't be controlled. Dec
15 cabinet report refers to ASC budget
pressure.

12. Base budget review toolkit prepared for
managers.
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6 Reviewed by the MD 06/02/18. Cllr Rankin1. Discussions with developers for a 1. Determine and secure land provision toHPLAND0 Maidenhead regeneration Medium/Low Slight adjustments to threatnumber of key town centre sites. meet parking need in Maidenhead as part of013 wording. Russellregeneration.
O'KeefeMain risks to success include: 2. Ensure budget and financial controls in 2. YROA - Successfully deliver the agreed

- Inadequate funding place to support programme. Budget way forward for York Road8 - Medium- Conflict on key sites spreadsheet updated monthly.
- The need for temporary parking

3. Renegeration programme RAID log lists 3. Establish governance and- Inadequate infrastructure delivery not tied in with the BLP Infrastructure
detailed risks/issues for ongoing structure/capacity/capability to manage theDelivery Plan.
management is used to steer project group whole Maidenhead programme and all its- Achieving the required programme for the relocation of the leisure centre
discussions. opportunity areas.including obtaining planning consent ahead of the green belt release.

- Without an Access and Movement Strategy the proposed development
4. Area Action Plan adopted in Septemberwill be coming forward as individual sites without a vision for the town
2011 to provide the basis for phasedcentre on how vehicles, cyclists and pedestrians move around the town
regeneration.and between developments.

- Challenge to the BLP and any of the 4 joint ventures taking place in 5. PRoM2 launched January 2012 and
Maidenhead. actively guiding development. Stakeholders

represented on PRoM2.

6. Commitment to council's role evidenced
through capital contribution, programme
management and stakeholder engagement.

Awaited Improved risk articulation to Cllr Targowska1. Appoint a data protection officer (DPO). 1. Identify personal data processingFOI0006 Data protection capture DPA principles andUpdate DP Policy to include DPO activities relying on consent incl. children
added expected controls.mandatory role. >13 and implement revised GDPR

procedures.Statutory breach arising from non-compliance with the General Data

Alison 
Alexander - 
note that this 
officer 
assignment is 
whilst the 
articulation of 
the risk is in 
draft form and 
may change 
once the 
wording is 
agreed and a 
detailed 
implementation 
becomes clear.

Protection Regulation (GDPR) leads to fines of up to €20m plus legal 2. Review information assets. Continuingaction costs following judicial remedies. Regulators can also issue development of the information assettemporary or permanent bans on processing. DPA principles regarding register and updating entries by info assetpersonal data are: owners1. Process fairly and lawfully.
2. Use only for the purposes it was originally obtained. 3. A programme of work across all services
3. Ensure it is adequate, relevant and not excessive for the purposes for to introduce awareness and data handling
which it's processed. changes to the new GDPR in force from
4. Ensure it's accurate and up to date. May 18
5. Retain only for the time period required to meet the organisation's
reasonable requirements. 4. Run training sessions for officers,
6. Process in accordance with rights of data subjects. members and parish councils.
7. Adopt appropriate technical and organisational measures against 5. Adapt privacy notices to include the 6
unauthorised or unlawful processing and against accidental loss, damage GDPR principles. Ensure all policies align to
or destruction of data. GDPR.
8. Ensure countries outside the EU have an adequate level of protection if 6. Review all partnership agreements andtransferring data there. determine the information sharing

arrangements, updating as necessary.
7. Prepare for public response to
GDPR - developing systems and
procedures to deal with data subject rights
requests.
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